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" A colloquy between two vocabularies full of bending, sliding notes: jazz/ blues and Indian 
music. It was a fusion of equals, respecting differences as much as similarities".  NY Times 

 
Describing himself as a “restless soul” Joel Harrison is a versatile musician always 
experimenting with different genres to create his own distinct voice.  His Free Country 
ensemble re-imagines country and Appalachian folk music, while his Fojoto Trio with banjo 
player Tony Trischka and West African kora player Foday Musa Suso ties American roots 
music to traditional African songs.  A prolific composer, guitarist, vocalist, songwriter, 
bandleader, Harrison was named a Guggenheim fellow in 2010 and has worked with many 
leading musicians such as Uri Caine, Dave Liebman and Norah Jones.  Harrison is also a 
gifted arranger – his 2005 release Harrison on Harrison celebrates the music of George 
Harrison whose recordings introduced him to Indian sounds. 
 
Joel Harrison’s new collaboration with sarod master Anupam Shobhakar, Leave the Door 
Open, explores Indian music, jazz and American roots.  Shobhakar is an Indian composer, 
instrumentalist and record producer and has released three world fusion albums (Mysterious 
Awakening, Wine of the Mystic and Way of the Warrior) and one classical Indian music album 
Dream Theory.  He is equally adept at embracing all forms of music to create his own sound, 
stating “I play music for the world…because I play it for myself first”. 
 
Leave the Door Open is a diverse and fascinating selection of compositions and 
arrangements by Harrison and Shobhakar that combine Indian music with contemporary jazz 
and American roots.  The music ranges from the long form jazz compositions such as ‘The 
Translator’ and the title track ‘Leave the Door Open’, which Harrison describes as “the 
thornier jazz pieces”, to the beautiful simplicity of the folk based pieces (‘Spoonful’) and the 
excellent interpretation of ‘Deep River’.  The traditional Bengal song ‘Kemne Avul’ arranged 
by Harrison contrasts with the striking vocals of Shobhakar’s ‘Multiplicity’ and the album flows 
effortlessly through the myriad of musical styles.   
 

“As principles of Indian music slowly work their way into the jazz lexicon, alliances such as 
ours are becoming less rare.  It’s a fascinating journey to be taking part in.”  Joel Harrison 

 
Ends  
 
Notes: 
Leave the Door Open features Dan Weiss on drums and tabla, Hans Glawischnig on bass and Gary Versace on 
keyboards. 
Joel Harrison and Anupam Shobhakar will be touring music from Leave the Door Open in the autumn.   
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Anupam Shobhakar: www.shobhakar.com 
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